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Collections
Six anthologies stress likewise remarkable themes in the whole correspondence

Semantic Edition
Running text with semantic annotations

Homepage

Highlights
A portfolio of particularly significant letters extracted from the entire corpus

Semantic meaning and its instruments

Annotation
On Burckhardtsource certain data acquire semantic meaning i.e.
- Persons
- Places
- Bibliographic Citations
- Artworks

Metadata
Information on the letter (e.g. Conservation status and Archive) and details about correspondence links
- Dates
- Correspondence
- Archive
- etc.

Tools
Semantic Annotator to comment and tag items or text parts, creating semantically structured data
Semantic Web basket manager and a tool to represent different data – such as metadata and annotations – in several ways
- Linked Data providers
- Museums and Collections (e.g. Bildindex)

Data Retrieval

Metadata Filters
Filters apt to letters selection through previously added metadata information

Semantic Annotation Filters
Filters make a selection among letters based on semantically annotated data

Example of combined Metada and Semantic filter

Data Visualisation options

Timeline

Advanced Semantic Search

Geographical search

Project Website: http://burckhardtsource.org
For info: costanza.giannaccini@sns.it